Introduction
Recently many researches on ship automatic navigation system have been carried out (Im, 2007) . The one of systems required for these researches is a free running model ship. A free running model ship has been used in ship model basin area to validate or confirm ship's manoeuvring/motion or resistance performance before the ship's building (Shin, Yoon, 2008; . When a free running model ship is used in a basin, usually it is known that there are limits of basin size to fully test the ship's performance. Therefore many researches have been carried out outdoor such as pond or river.
When experiment is conducted outdoor using a free running model ship, a lot of equipments are required such as IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), GPS (Global Position System) and other facilities to get other ship's information. This paper will introduce MMU (Mokpo National Maritime university) free running model ship which can be used for ship's manoeuvring/motion performance tests. The system is equipped with GPS and AIS to get ship's real time position and other ship's information. Main purpose of this model ship is to carry out ship's intelligent navigation test where the ship navigate recommend sea route or ship avoid other ship in the sea without human control automatically. The research in this paper was carried out as the first step of these researches. The structural and functional concept of the free running model will be introduced. AIS(Automatic Identification System) decorder program was also developed to obtain others ships' data. We carried out basic ship's performance tests such as tuning circle and zig-zag test as a first step of ship intelligent navigation tests. We found good performance in the model ship and that the model can be utilized in ship intelligent navigation tests in the future.
The Structure of free running model ship
The explations of MMU free running model ship consists of following equipments and contents. 
-Radio control Receiver
The receiver get signals from radio control transmitter to control rudder angle and propeller revolution. The translated signal is sent to laptop computer by way of NI USB-DAQ.
Data acquisition hardware
The signals in a free running model can be into two types roughly. The first is signal for a ship motion control part and the second is for motion measurements such as 6 DOF When NI-USB-DAQ receives pulse from radio control receiver and decides what kinds of control should be done using the pulse's time from raising edge to falling edge.
Model ship
The model ship has 1/100 of model scale(SIMMAN, 2008).
Water-proof was considered in every hatch to prevent capsizing of the model. The table 1 and 2 show the principal of model ship. The Fig. 3 explains the model ship. 
The model operation
The operating system for the model ship can be divided into two system of software operating system and hardware operating system. 
Operating system of software

Operating system of hardware
Critical control is done by inner computer on board which is controlled from shore computer with wireless network communication. A priority of control is set to radio control receiver-transmitter in specified frequency to cope with emergency situations. This enables users to take appropriate and prompt actions. In case of radio control receiver failure or networks signal errors, the inner computer of model ship is designed to run programmed sequence or process. The When radio control signal is not found, automatic navigation control mode is activated. 
Experiments
In this research, two kinds of experiments are carried out in the costal sea and in a towing tank. Zig-zag test and turning test were performed. These tests are known as very essential and important method to evaluate a ship's manoeuvring performances.
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Conclusions
The main points of research can be summarized as followings.
-The main structure and concept of MMU free running model ship were introduced.
-AIS decorder program was developed to obtain other ships' data.
-Zig-zag tests and turning tests were performed to evaluate the model ship's essential usefulness.
-It was found that the result of model ship's zig-zag tests satisfied IMO rules.
-Finally it was also found that the model ship's software and hardware system were enough to be used further ship's control research in the future such as ship's intelligent control fields.
